CAN WE
HELP YOU WITH
STREAMING?

“

IT’S NO SECRET THAT STREAMING IS
BECOMING A NECESSARY PART OF DOING
BUSINESS IN TODAY’S ORGANISATION.

”

Think of the valuable information you create for your events;
doesn’t it deserve to be seen by as many audience members as
possible and have a life expectancy of longer than the event itself?
CMS provides a service team to stream events of all types, as well
as manage on-demand content.

INTERNAL
Agile work teams are becoming the norm, so
it makes sense to use streaming for
geographically dispersed teams. It will lower
costs associated with travel and produce
more immediate results, it reduces time,
eﬀort and your environmental footprint.
Consider it for stand-ups, training, product
introductions, any event you want your
whole team to be part of.

CLICK HERE

EXTERNAL
Streaming allows you to connect with your
stakeholders anywhere in the world.
It broadens your audience and extends your
reach and opens up new markets. You can
listen and respond to them in real time.
Consider applying streaming to marketing
events, education, CPD training, Q&A,
conventions, conference sessions, expos,
customer service and support, media
launches, AGMs, any special event.

CLICK HERE

LIVE
Whether you are streaming to social or
producing an event, our Live streaming
solution will make you look like a pro every
time. Our system will even ensure that mobile
streaming to any user device will intelligently
detect bandwidth for optimal live play results.

CLICK HERE

CUSTOMISING
THE EXPERIENCE
CMS streaming services provides you with
ﬂexibility. Our basic service pack includes
professional vision and sound capture.
From there you can add password protection
and geo-blocking, audience interaction
capability, optional monetising and lead
capture, analytics, purpose built branded
web page, branded content.

CLICK HERE

WHY CMS AUSTRALASIA?

CMS provides safe and secure, high-quality streaming service for our
customers. We have been involved with streaming events since the 1990’s.
The quality of our services is what will make your streaming a success.
We shoot with high-deﬁnition cameras and high-quality sound recording.
We can ensure high quality viewing on any device. Anyone with the right
devices can stream these days, but if you are going to do it, do it well.

IN-HOUSE SERVICES
LIVE STREAMING
ON-DEMAND
CUSTOM BRANDING AND LAYOUT

ONSITE OR STUDIO
EDITING
CAPTIONING
SPECIAL EFFECTS

GET IN TOUCH
1300 559 379
info@cmsaustralasia.com

MELBOUrNE : SYDNEY : BRISBANE : PERTH

